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For locally compact groups G and H, let BM(G, H) denote the Banach space of 
bounded bilinear forms on C,(G) x C,(H). Using a consequence of the fundamental 
inequality of A. Grothendieck. a multiplication and an adjoint operation are 
introduced on BM(G, H) which generalize the convolution structure of M(Gx H) 
and which make BM(G, H) into a K$Banach *-algebra, where KG is Grothen- 
dieck’s universal constant, Various topics relating to the ideal structure of 
BM(G, H) and the lifting of unitary representations of G x H to *-representations of 
BM(G, H) are investigated. ’ ‘c. 1985 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For locally compact spaces X and Y, consider the space of all bounded, 
bilinear forms on C,(X) x C,(Y). In other words, if V,(X, Y) = C,(X) 0, 
C,(Y) is the projective tensor product of the indicated spaces of functions, 
then we are considering elements of the dual P’JX, Y)*. V,(X, Y) is called 
the Varopoulos algebra on Xx Y, and such bilinear forms have been 
referred to traditionally as &measures. Following [ 171, for example, we 
denote the space of all bimeasures on Xx Y by BM(X, Y). 
In [7] C. C. Graham and the third author showed that if G and H are 
LCA groups, then BM(G, H) has the structure of a P$Banach algebra, 
where K, is Grothendieck’s universal constant (see Theorem 1.1 below), 
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and they studied the structure of BM(G, H) as a normed algebra. In this 
paper we shall continue the study of the harmonic analysis of bimeasures. 
We shall extend the notion of a bimeasure algebra to the context of 
bimeasures on arbitrary locally compact groups and study these algebras 
(Sects. 2-4). In Section 3 we solve a problem left open in [7], in the 
present, more general context, by proving that the space BM,(G, H) of 
continuous bimeasures as defined in [7] is an ideal in BM(G, H). In Sec- 
tion 5 we examine the lifting of unitary representations of G x H to 
BM(G, H) and some consequences thereof. Finally, in Section 6 we return 
to the case of abelian groups G and H to demonstrate how the techniques 
employed earlier may be exploited to obtain information about the 
maximal ideal space of BM(G, H). 
A number of authors have studied topological tensor products in the 
context of Banach algebras, beginning with [16]. Recent work in this area 
has tended to depend heavily on the fundamental work on the metric 
theory of tensor products by A. Grothendieck, and ours is no exception to 
this phenomenon. Some of this work appears in [l-5, 121. It should be 
noted, however, that in general BM(G, H) does not arise as the completion 
of M(G) @ M(H) with respect to any tensorial norm. 
Throughout the paper X and Y will denote locally compact spaces and G 
and H are locally compact groups. As is customary L’(G) and M(G) are 
the group and measure (*-)algebras of G. For any space X, 6pc4(X), C,(X), 
C,(X) and C,(X) are the spaces of bounded functions on X which are, 
respectively, Bore1 locally measurable, continuous, continuous with limit 
zero at infinity, and continuous with compact support. The norm in C(X) 
is denoted by )( /Ix. Set V,(X, Y) = C,(X) 0, C,(Y) and V(X, Y) = 
C(X) 0, C( Y). If f~ C,(G) and x E G, then f, and f” denote the left and 
right translates off by x; viz. f,(y) =f(x- ‘v) and f”(y) =f(yx). 
If E is a Banach space, J: E + E** is the canonical embedding, while if p 
is a probability measure on X, the identity embedding of C,(X) in t2(X, p) 
will be denoted by I. Thus, identifying L2(X, 11) with its second dual, the 
operator I**: CO(X)** 4 L2(X, p) satisfies Z**J= I. Recall that one may 
identify the Hilbert-space tensor product L2(X, p) OH L2( Y, v) with 
L*(Xx Y, p x v). If A is a commutative Banach algebra, AA denotes its 
maximal ideal space. 
The foundation of our arguments is the following theorem, which is a 
consequence of the fundamental inequality of A. Grothendieck. For proofs 
and applications of this result in a contemporary setting, we refer the 
reader to [ll, 3-51; in particular, see [4, Theorem 3.11. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let u E BM(X, Y). There exist regular Bore1 probability 
measures p on X and v  on Y and a universal constant K, such that for 
f~ G(X) and g E Cd Y), 
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lu(s,sh dKAll j IfI’@ ( x )I-‘( jy wq2. 
It follows from (1) that u can be extended to a bounded bilinear 
functional on L’(X, ,u) x L’( Y, v) and hence that there is an operator 
T: L*(X, ,u) -+ L2( Y, v) such that 
u(f,g)= j cm& 
Y  
(2) 
and (I TI/ < K, I(u(I. Whenever a bimeasure u is represented as in (2) we shall 
refer to the probability measures ,D and v as Grothendieck measures for u 
and the operator T will be said to be associated with u, p and v. 
We shall need the following extension of elements of BM(X, Y) to 
bilinear functionals on C,(X)** x C,(Y)**. 
DEFINITION 1.2. [4] Given UE BM(X, Y), let S,: C,(X) -+ C,(Y)* be 
the corresponding operator; namely, 
<g, S,(f)> = 4.L g), fe GW)> g E Cd 0 
Thus S:*: CO(X)** -+ C,(Y)***. For @E C,(X)** and YE C,( Y)** set 
u**(@, Y) = (Y, s,**(G)). 
Then u** is a bounded bilinear form on C,(X)** x C,(Y)**, and IJu**ll = 
Ibll. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let p and v be Grothendieck measures for u and T be an 
associated operator. Then for @ E C,(X)* *, !PE C,( Y)* *, 
u**(@, Y) = 
s 
TZ**(@) Z**(Y) dv. (3) 
Y  
In particular, u * * is separately weak-* continuous. 
Proof: Consider the following commutative diagram, where the 
Grothendieck factorization is expressed as S, = I*, TZ,. 
co(x)* * 
s** ” , c,(Y)*** 
J 
\ 
J’ 
J - ‘$8 
*/ 
C,(X) 2 C,( Y)* I;** 
Ix 
\ I’ Y 
L2(X PL) + T L2(Y, v) 
Identifying T and T**, we obtain 
Y)= (Y XT*(@)) 
= (Y, Z;**TZ;*(@)) 
= (Z*y*( Y), TZ;*(@)) 
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= 
s 
TZ;*(@) Z*y*( ‘P) dv, 
Y  
which is (3). The continuity assertion follows easily from (3). 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let f~ ym(X) and gESm( Y), and let Qf and ul, 
denote the jiinctionals they induce via integration on M(X) and M(Y), 
respectively. Then 
u**&, Yg) = s (Tf) gdv. Y  
Thus ident$ying @jfand Yg with f andg, u** 1 gLp”(X) x Tm( Y) is the unique 
extension of u to gLp”(X) x 9”(Y) such that (2) holds for all choices of 
Grothendieck measures p and v for u and associated operators T. 
Proof: It is straightforward to check that I**(@,) = f p-a.e. and 
Z* *( YJ = g v-a.e. Thus 
u**(@~, YE)= TZ**(Qf) I**( Y& dv 
Y 
= y(Tfkdv. s 
For f E gp”(X) and ge ym( Y), we shall write 
u**(@f, y&J = at g). 
Extending elements of BM(X, Y) to I’(X, Y), we have for f E V(X, Y), 
Ilfll v=sup{lu(f)l: uEBM(X, Y), Ilull d l}. 
2. BIMEASURE ALGEBRAS 
There are two traditional, functional-analytic approaches to the 
definition of convolution on M(G). One definition involves product 
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measures and converts a function in C,(G) to a function on G x G, defining 
p * v for p, v E M(G) by the formula 
s fdcL *v= G I GxGfb~) dpxv(x,y). 
The second approach begins with the observation that if f~ C,,(G) and p, 
v E M(G), then setting 
I( *f(x) = jGfW ‘x) 44yh 
p *f E C,(G) and one defines p * v by 
I fdll G *v= (;(V’*f)dp. s 
Motivated by these classical lines, we shall introduce the algebra structure 
on BM(G, H) by showing that Theorem 1.1 can be used to develop 
analogues of both of these definitions of convolution. 
We begin by developing an abstract result which will be the key to our 
definition of the multiplication on BM(G, H) when G and H are groups. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u E BM(XI , Y, ) and u E BM(X,, Y,). There exists a 
unique element u Q v of BM(X, x Xz, Y, x Y,) such that 
~ov(fiQf2~g~Qg*)=~(f~~g~)v(f~~g*) (4) 
for fi E C,(X,), gi E C,( Y,), i = 1, 2. Zf p I and v, are Grothendieck measures 
for u with associated operator T1 and p2 and v2 are Grothendieck measures 
for v with associated operator T,, then p, x pL2 and v, x v2 are Grothendieck 
measures for UQ v with associated operator T, @ T,, so that for 
f E G(Xl x X2) and g E Cd Y, x Yd, 
u@v(~g)=jyXy~((T~@T~)f)gdvlxv2. I 
(5) 
Moreover, 
Proof For f E C,(Xr x X2) and ge C,( Y, x Y,), let u@ v(f, g) be 
defined by (5), so that u @ v E BM(X, x X,, Yr x Y,). For fi and g, as in the 
theorem, 
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w-l@f2.mg*~=~y xy* ((T, 0 Td(fi Of*))(g, OS,) dv, x v2 
I 
so (4) holds. Since C,(X,)@ &(X2) and C,( Y,)@ C,( Y,) are uniformly 
dense in CO(X, xX,) and C,( Y, x Y,), respectively, we see that the 
definition of U@ o is independent of the choices of the Grothendieck 
measures for u and u and the associated operators and that the uniqueness 
assertion in our theorem holds. Choosing our Grothendieck measures and 
operators so that 11 T,II <K, llu]l and /I T,ll d K, \IuII, we have for all f and g 
as above, 
luO4.L 811 = J ((T,OT,)Lf))g~v,xv2 I 
Yl x yz 
~~~~~l~124~~li2)12(jl~y~lR12dYI~~~)li2 
1 I 
G II T, II II T2Il II f II x, x x2 II gll Y, x rz 
~~ll4 II41 Ilfllx,xx2 Ilgll Y,X Y2' 
Remark 2.2. Note that the use of the Grothendieck factorization was 
crucial to the proof of Theorem 2.1. Without it we could only proceed as 
far as defining u @I u on V,(X,, X,) x V,( Y, , Y,). 
DEFINITION 2.3. If G is a locally compact group and cp is a function on 
G, set 
Mdx, > x2) = cpb, x2) 
for x,, x2 E G. Recall that it is evident from the definition of convolution 
that if pi and p2 are Bore1 probability measures on G then M defines an 
isometry of L2(G, pi * p2) into L2(G x G, p, x p2). We shall always denote 
such an operator by M. For f~ C,(G) let 
f(x) =fW’) and f*(x) =f(x-‘), XEG. 
Given U, u E BM(G, H), set 
5x0/642-2 
(6) 
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and 
fi(f, 8) = 4f*, g*) (7) 
forfE C,(G) and ge C,(H). Note that we have implicitly extended U@ u to 
C,(Gx G)x C,(HxH) so that (6) is well defined. 
Theorem 2.1 gives us information on Grothendieck measures and 
associated operators for u * u as follows. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let u, v E BM(G, H). Suppose that ,u, and v1 are 
Grothendieck measures for u and pz and v2 are Grothendieck measures for v 
and that T, and Tz are correspondingly associated operators for u and v. 
Then pl * pz and v1 * v2 are Grothendieck measures for u * v, and with 
respect to these measures u * v is given by 
u*4jd=j (M-‘P(T,OT,)Mf)gdv,*v, 
H 
for f E C,(G) and g E C,(H), where P is the projection of L2(H x H, v, x v2) 
onto M(L’(H, v1 * v*)). 
Proof: 
u* m=jH.H ((T,OT2)Mf)Wdv,xv, 
= 
s 
(M-‘P(T,@T,)Mf)gdv, *v2. 
H 
DEFINITION 2.5. If g E V(G x G, H x H) and u E BM(G, H), then to 
make our expressions explicit when necessary let +,,,,,(g(x’, x, y’, y)) 
denote u acting on the function g( . , X, . , y), as a function of (x, y). Now, 
by analogy with the definition of p *f above, for f E V(G, H) set 
u *f (x3 Y) = qx,,y,,(f (W> Y’)-‘G? Y))) = 4&,y)) 
and 
f * 4-C Y) = qx:.“,,(f ((x, YNX’, YT’)) = ~P”)-‘~. 
Since right and left translation of a function in V,(G, H) is norm con- 
tinuous and II fll v. = II f II ,+,, it is easy to see that u *f, f * u E Cb(G x H) if 
f~ VcdG, HI. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let f E V,(G, H) and u, u E BM( G, H). Then u *L f * u E 
Vo(G, HI, 
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and 
lb *fll v* G G lbll Ilf II v,r (8) 
Ilf* 4lv,QKZ,ll4 Ilfll?qv (8’) 
u * 4.f) = 46 *f) = U(,‘,y,)(U(,.y)(f(XX’, YY’))), (9) 
u * 0) = 4f* fi) = U(,y)(u(x’,r’)(f(XX’, YY’))). (9’1 
Proof: We shall prove only (8) and (9), the proofs of (8’) and (9’) being 
similar. 
Letf’, f’ E C,,(G) and g’, g2 E C,(H), and set f=f’ *fZ and g = g’ * g2. 
Assume that u has compact support. Then u * (f’ @g’) E &(G x H), so 
u*(fOgkY) = ~(X’J) m-14dY’-1Y)) 
= +d,,.) 
u 1 
H Gfl(x’ -1x5)f2(~~~1)g’(y’-1y~)~2(~ -‘PSdv 
1 
= %,.v~) 
(s 1 
H Gf1(*‘-1i;)f2(5-1x)g1(~‘-‘~)g2(~~’y)d~d~ 
=.I s u * U-‘Og’)(t> cW;bfg;(y) dt dv HG 
That is, as a vector integral in V,(G, H), 
Let cp E C,,(G) and $ E C,,(H) such that q@ $ = 1 on the support of U. 
Since 
jG&~W$x, d5 = jJW -‘5)f2(5 -lx) 4 
=f(x’ - ‘x) = Mf(x’ - l, x) 
and similarly for g’, g2 and g, we have 
G* (fig) = u’o v(Mf, MS) 
=U@U 
> 
. 
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Now, q$: Of; = 0 except on a compact set of 5 E G, and similarly for 
t,Qf,@g,2. Hence we may consider the integral in the last expression above 
as a vector integral in V(G x G, H x H). This last expression then equals 
Thus (9) follows with f replaced by fog, and we have from Theorem 2.1 
and (6) that 
IIU * (fOs)ll vo= sup Mu * (f@g))l 
Ilull L 1 
= sup Ifi* a-@$?)I 
Ilull < 1 
~~lbll IlfllGllgtlH. 
Since sums of functions of the form f@g as above are dense in V,(G, H) 
and our last computation implies that (8) holds for such sums, and since 
bimeasures with compact support are dense in BM(G, H) [7, Corollary 
1.33, we can use (8) to pass to limits and obtain (8) and (9) for all 
f~ V,( G, H) and U, u E BM( G, H). 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let f and g be bounded, uniformly continuous functions 
on G and H, respectively, and let u, v E BM(G, H). Then the conclusions of 
Theorem 2.6 hold with f and V, replaced by f @ g and V. 
Proof: Suppose that f 2 and g2 in the proof of Theorem 2.6 are just 
assumed to be bounded and uniformly continuous. Then the argument 
presented there shows that u * (f @g) E V(G, H). Proceeding as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.6, we conclude that (8t(9’) hold with f and V,, 
replaced by f 0 g and V when f = f r *f 2 and g = g’ * g2 as above. 
Recall that if f is bounded and uniformly continuous on G, then 
1) f1 *f-f 11 G + 0 as f1 ranges over an approximate identity, and similarly 
for g bounded and uniformly continuous on H. Hence we can pass to limits 
as in the conclusion of the proof of Theorem 2.6 to obtain our corollary. 
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THEOREM 2.8. The multiplication (6) and the adjoint operation (7) define 
a *-algebra structure on BM(G, H) which extends the *-algebra structure of 
M(G x H). For u, v E BM(G, H), lliill = I(uI( and 
lb * 41 G E(2G II4 llvll. (10) 
ProoJ: If u, v E BM(G, H) it follows from Theorem 2.1 that u * v E 
BM(G, H) and (10) holds. It is easy to check that ii~ BM(G, H), 
(u+v)-=ii+o”, (MU)-=siii, and lliill = I/uI(. If p, VEM(GX H) and u and v 
are the corresponding elements of BM(G, H), then it is easy to see from (4) 
and the uniqueness assertion of Theorem 2.1 that for f~ C,(G x G) and 
g E Co(H x HI, 
uWd=j-Jx,,/( x, x’) g(y, Y’) d/4x, Y) dv(x’, ~‘1. 
Thus for f~ C,(G) and g E C,(H), (6) gives 
= I A4f@Mgdpxv (GXH)X(GXH) 
= s WfQg) &xv(GXH)X(GXH) 
ZZ 
I 
cxHfQg&*v. 
Since (4) gives immediately that 
and 
uQ(v,+v,)=uQu,+uQv,, 
it follows that * is distributive. To see that the associative law holds in 
BM(G, H), let u, v, w  E BM(G, H). For f~ V,(G, H), Theorem 2.6 gives 
(u * 0) * w(f) = (u * V)(,,.,,(W(,~,,,~,,(f(XX”, vv”))) 
= Uky) (0 W,Y’) (w (x,,,y,,)(f(xx’x”,~~‘~“)))) 
= U(.x,y)((~ * W)(.d,,~)LfW’> YY’))) 
= u * (v * w)(f). 
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Finally, we must show that for U, v E BM(G, H), 
(u * 0) -= v” * ii. 
IffE V,(G, H), we have 
(u * 0) “(f) = u * v(f*) 
= U~,,y)(D~,,,y,)(f*(XXI, YY’))) 
= U~,,y)(U~.~-‘,y’)(f(X’- ‘x-l, y’-‘Y--‘)N 
= U(,,.,)(~(,,,.,.,)(f(X’X~‘, Y’Y-7)) 
= U(,,.~)((~(.X,,.“,)(f(X’X, Y’Y)))*) 
= ii(.~,p)(~(~-.,I’.)(f(X’X) Y’Y))) 
=v”*iqf). 
The proof of our theorem is now complete. 
Remark 2.9. If G and H are abelian, then the multiplication introduced 
here on BM(G, H) is the same as the one introduced in [7] via the Fourier 
transform. For if y and 6 are characters on G and H, respectively, and * 
denotes the Fourier transform on BM(G, H) as introduced in [7, 
Definition 1. lo], then 
Our assertion now follows from [7, Theorem 2.4, Definition 2.51. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let H, be a closed, normal subgroup of G, and qi: G, + 
GilHi be the quotient map, i= 1,2. For ME BM(G,, G2), define a(u) E 
BWG,IH, 3 G/H,) by 
Then o is a surjective algebra homomorphism of norm one. 
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Proof Since fo ‘pi E C,(G,) and g 0 (p2 E C,(G,), o is a well-defined 
linear map. And by Corollary 1.9, 
lfJ(u)(f,g)l 6 II4 lIf%IlG, llg”cp*ll, 
2 = Ibll llfIlG,,H, IlgllG~HI. 
If U, UE BM(Gi, G2), let pi, vi and Ti, i= 1, 2, be as in the statement of 
Corollary 2.4. Define fij E M(G,/H,) and Vi E M(G2/H2) by 
s gdFi= I c2go(P2dvi, g E CdGzIHA G/H2 
i= 1,2. Then 11,) V, are Grothendieck measures for a(u) and similarly for 
,&, V, and a(u). Let T, and T, be associated operators for (T(U) and a(o), 
respectively, so that for i = 1, 2, f~ L*(G,/H,, ,i&) and g E L2(G2/H,, Fi), 
Then since 
WfOcp,)(X? x’) = ~f(cp,b)~ CplW)) 
and similarly for g and (p2, we have forfE C,(G,/H,) and ge C,(G,/H,), 
o(U*u)(f,g)=u*u(focp1,go~z) 
=uou(~(f”~l)~ Wg”cp2)) 
zz 
s 
((~,0T,)M(f~cp,))M(g~rpz)dv,xv2 
= a(u)@ o(u)(Mf, MS) 
= a(u) * du)(f, g). 
The fact that o is surjective follows exactly as in the proof of [7, 
Theorem 3.11. 
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3. CONTINUOUS AND DISCRETE BIMEASURES 
In [7] the spaces BM,(X, Y) of continuous bimeasures and BM,(X, Y) 
of discrete bimeasures were defined, and it was shown that BM(X, Y) is the 
topological direct sum of the closed subspaces BM,(X, Y) and BM,(X, Y). 
Specifically, u E BM,(X, Y) if there exist increasing sequences {E,} and 
{F,} of finite subsets of X and of Y, respectively, such that u = 
lim, + oo UJ Eti x Fm in norm, where UJ Ex F denotes the restriction of u to E x F. 
On the other hand, UE BM,(X, Y) if uIExF= 0 for all finite subsets E of X 
and F of Y. Note that if for all x E X and y E Y we partially order the family 
of all pairs (U, V) of neighborhoods U of x and V of y in the usual way, 
then the bimeasure u is continuous if and only if for all x E X and y E Y, 
lim SUP Iu(f,g)/ =0, 
(U.U fn 
the suprema being taken over all f~ C,,(X) and ge C,(Y) such that 
(1 f 11 6 1, 1) gll d 1, f= 0 outside U and g = 0 outside V. 
Remarks 3.1. Since BM,(X, Y) is closed it contains any bimeasure 
which is the limit of bimeasures (measures) with finite support. It now 
follows from Theorem 2.8 that for groups G and H BM,(G, H) is closed 
under multiplication. It is easy to see from Theorem 2.6 that if u is the 
bimeasure defined by evaluation at a point of G x H and u E BM(G, H), 
then u * u and u * u are translates of o. Since the right or left translate of a 
continuous bimeasure is clearly continuous, we may again appeal to 
Theorem 2.8 to conclude that if u E BM,(G, H) and v E BM,,(G, H), then 
u * v, u * UE BM,(G, H). Our main purpose in this section is to show that if 
u, DE BM,.(G, H), then u * VE BM,.(G, H), so BM,.(G, H) is an ideal in 
BM(G, H). But our first goal is of a more general nature, namely to charac- 
terize the discrete and continuous bimeasures in terms of their associated 
operators. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let p and v be Bore1 probability measures on X and Y, 
respectively, and let TE a(L*(X, FL), L*( Y, v)). Define the operators T, and 
T, as follows. Let P, be the projection on L2(X, ,u) given by 
PAX) = W(x) =f(x), PL(w+-0 
= 0, P(cxl)=o> 
and similarly define Pd on L’(v). Set T,= P,TP, and T, = T - Td. Denote 
I-P, by P,. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let UE BM(X, Y), and let u and v be Grothendieck 
measures for u and T be an associated operator. 
(i) u is continuous if and only tf Td = 0. 
(ii) u is discrete tf and only if T, = 0. 
(iii) If u, and ud are the continuous and discrete components of u, 
respectively, then with respect to u and v, T,. and Td are corresponding 
associated operators. 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 will be broken down into a sequence of steps. 
We begin with the following observation. Extending u to a bilinear 
functional on L2(X, p) x L2( Y, v), for each x E X and y E Y, let 
For each neighborhood U of x and neighborhood V of y, choose 
fue C,(X) and g,,E C,( Y) such that fu(x) = 1, ft,,=O outside U, and 
II full = 1 and similarly for g V and y. Then since xlxj can be approximated 
in L2( X, p) by functions of the form xU and x (I.j can be approximated in 
L2( Y, v) by functions of the form xv, we have 
Moreover, t(x, y) = 0 unless p( {x)) v( { y }) > 0. Thus u is continuous if and 
only if t(x, y) = 0 for all x E X and y E Y. 
LEMMA 3.4. For f E C,(X) and g E C,( Y), let v( f, g) = 
Then v E BM,.(X, Y). 
Proof Recall that 
T, = T- T,= T- P,TP,= P,.T+ P,TP,. 
‘) g dv. 
Considering v as a bounded bilinear form on L2(X, u) x L2( Y, v), we have 
= s U’xc,iNP~x~yj) dv=O. Y 
By the preceding observation, v is continuous. 
LEMMA 3.5. For f E C,,(X) and gE C,(Y), let w(f g) = s Y(Tdf) g dv. 
Then w E BM,( X, Y). 
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Proof. If p or v is a continuous measure, the result is trivial. Otherwise 
write 
{XEX:p({X})>O}= {x,,x*,...) 
and 
and set tij= t(xi, y,), i,j= 1,2,.... For each nonnegative integer n let P; be 
the projection of L2(X, /A) onto the span of {~(~,)};=i, and let it also 
denote the projection of L’( Y, v) onto the span of {x~,,~}J!, i. Define 
w, E BM(X, Y) by 
wn(A g) = 5 t~f(xik(Yj) = 1 (TP”,f)(P~g) dv 
ij= 1 Y 
We claim that w, -+ w. Given E > 0 choose n so large that 
ict+, P({xJ)<E and f V((Yjl)<E. 
/=?7+1 
If f~ C,(X) and g E C,(Y) such that 1) f 1) d 1 and 1) gJJ < 1, then recalling 
that Td = P,TP, we see that 
I(w - w,)(f, s)l = j-, (TP,f)(P,g) dv - j-, (TP”,f)(P:g) dv 
d (TV’, - PZ)f)(P,g) dv + j- (TP$f)((P, - P:) 8) dv 
Y  I I Y  
-G IITII IIV’d- P3fll lIPAl + IITII IIPndfIl ll(PcP3 gll 
2 /I TII II (f’d - J’;)fll + II TII II (f’d - Pnd) gll 
< 2 11 TII E”~, 
since 
Il(pcf~P3)f112=i~~+~ If(xi)12P({Xi~)<E 
and similarly for 11 (Pd - P;) gll’. Our claim is proven, and the lemma 
follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. (i) For all cp EL’(X, ,u) and $ eL2( Y, v) we 
have 
s (T,cp) ti dv =f t,icp(x,) KY,).Y  ij= 1 
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Hence by our initial observation, if u is continuous, then T,= 0. On the 
other hand, if T,= 0, so t(xi, y,) = 0 for all i and j, then ZJ is continuous, 
since t(x, y) = 0 for all other x and y. 
(ii) If u is as in Lemma 3.4 and we assume u is discrete, then by 
Lemma 3.5 u is discrete, since T, = T- Td. But by Lemma 3.4 v is also con- 
tinuous. Hence u = 0, so T,. = 0. If T, = 0, so T= Td, then by Lemma 3.5 u 
is discrete. 
The assertion (iii) follows immediately from (i) and (ii). 
Let us now restrict our attention to the group situation and proceed to 
our main result. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let c and z be probability measures on G. Set Pd = Py’ and 
Qd = PzX ‘. Then MP, = QdM. 
Proof Let E= {x:~({x})>O} and F= {y:z((y})>O}. ForfEL2(G, 
c * T), Pdf=fXEF, so 
MP,f(x,Y)=f(xY)XEF(XY) 
= Mf (x3 Y) xck Y) (r x r-a.e., 
where C = {(x, y): xy E EF) =) E x F. And since (a x T)~ = cd x rd, 
Qc&lf=(Mf)xExF. 
Hence it suffices to show that xEx F= xc g x r-a.e. Write 
(TxT=(T~xT~+(T~xTd+~dxT~+~,.xT~. 
Note that for any x, y E G, the slices 
C,= (y: (x,y)~C} = (y:y~~-‘EF} 
and 
CJ=(x:(x,y)~C}=(x:x~EFy-‘) 
are translates of EF and hence countable. So by Fubini’s Theorem, 
cr x r(C) = cdx zd(C) = o(E) z(F), 
and our lemma is proved. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let u, u E BM(G, H). Then 
(u * u)d = ud * ud. 
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Proof. Let P, T, and T, be as in Corollary 2.4, and let P, and Qd be as 
in Lemma 3.6 for either p, and pL2 or vr and va, where p, and v I are 
Grothendieck measures for u and ,uz and v2 are Grothendieck measures for 
u. Then for f E C,(G) and g E C,(H), Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 3.3(iii) 
imply that 
hM.f,g)=j ((M~‘P(T,OTz)M),f)gdv,*v, 
H 
= s (M-‘P(T,0T2)MPdf)(Pdg)dv, *v2 H 
= 
I 
(M-lP(T, 0 TJ Q,M.f)(Pcis) dv, * ~2 
H 
=J^ (CT, 0 T2) QdU-)(~P,g) dv, x ~2 HxH 
= I (CT, 0 T2) QdU)(QJ%) dv, x ~2 HxH 
=s ((T, ‘3 TA,M”)(W) dv, xv2, HxH 
But it is easy to see that 
CT, 0 T2h= T,,,O TX,. 
Hence again using Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 3.3(iii) we get 
(u * U)d(f, g) = s ((T,,,O T2.d) Mf‘)(aT) dv, x “2 HxH 
= 
s 
(M-‘fv,,,O T2.d) wlgdv, * v2 
H 
=(%I* uA(frg). 
Combining Theorem 3.7 with the Remarks 3.1 we have the following. 
THEOREM 3.8. In BM(G, H), BM,(G, H) is a closed subalgebra and 
BM,(G, H) is a closed ideal. 
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4. THE CLOSURE OF L'(GxH) 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let BM,( G, H) denote the closure of L, (G x H) (con- 
sidered as the space of absolutely continuous measures relative to a fixed 
left Haar measure on G x H) in BM(G, H). It follows immediately from the 
definitions that 
BM,(G, H) = L’(G) OA L’(H) 
isometrically, where J. denotes the least cross norm (injective tensor 
product). Elements of BM,(G, H) might be called “absolutely continuous 
bimeasures,” for as we shall see below, BM,(G, H) plays a role in 
BM(G, H) similar to that played by L’(G x H) in M( G x H). Clearly 
BM,(G, H) is the closure of any of the spaces C,,,,(G x H), C,,(G) @ 
C,(H), or the “trigonometric polynomials” (span of the matrix coefficients 
of unitary representations) when G and H are compact. For fe L’(G x H), 
let u,. denote the bimeasure determined by f: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let cp E V,(G, H) and v E BM(G, H) both have compact sup- 
port. Then u, * v, v * uq E BM,(G, H). In fact, 
Proof: Let f~ COO(C) and g E C,(H). Then 
IJ H Gf(x) g(.v) (P(~-“)(x’, ~‘1 dx 4 
= is H Gfx4x) g,Wcp(x, Y) dxdy 
= ss H Gj.r(X’) s!,(Y’) cpk v)dx 4. 
Thus by Theorem 2.6, 
u uwp(f, g) = jH jGfb) g(y) v * cp(xt Y) dx dy 
= ss H cl-(x) g(y) v’(cp’“.“) dx 4 
I =v f(x) g(y) (P(~,“) dx dy 
> 
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I =0 (fo&,y, cpk Y) dx dv 
> 
= SI u’* (f@g)k Y) rp(x> Y) dx 4 HG 
= u,(v’* (fog)) 
= v * 4JL 8). 
A similar calculation shows that if uq and uqrv are defined relative to a 
right Haar measure on G x H, then uq * v = uq*“. 
Since the bimeasures with compact support are dense in BM(G, H) [7, 
Corollary 1.31, the following theorem follows immediately from 
Definition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. BM,(G, H) is a closed ideal in BM(G, H). 
THEOREM 4.4. For x E G and y E H, let Rc,,,, denote the operator on 
BM(G, H) given by 
KL, u)(f, 8) = w-7 g’) 
for u E BM( G, H), f~ C,(G) and g E C,(H). Then u E BM,( G, H) if and only 
if the function (x, y)~ R&,V,u is norm-continuous. 
Proof. Since R&y, is an isometry on BM(G, H) for all x and y and 
right translation is norm continuous on L’(G x H), and since the L’-norm 
dominates the bimeasure norm, it is clear that the function of right trans- 
lation is continuous on elements of BM,(G, H). 
Let u E BM(G, H) such that the function (x, y) F-+ R&?,v is norm con- 
tinuous. Given E > 0, choose a neighborhood U of the Identity in G x H 
such that IIv - RT,,,, II v < E if (x, y) E U and a function cp E C,(G) 0 C,,(H) 
such that cp = 0 off U and lH jG cp(x, y) dx dy = 1. If f E C,(G), g E C,(H), 
11 f 11 G < 1, and llgll H < 1, then a calculation similar to that appearing in the 
proof of Lemma 4.2 yields 
I(v--**cJ(f,g)l= s j v(f,g)dx>y)dxdy 
HG 
-v 
(1 j  
(f*Og’) v(x> Y) dx 4 
HG 
= 
Ij j  
(4A g) - VW> g’)) cp(x, Y) dx & 
HG 
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d si H G I/~-Rr,,,,4l cp(x,y)dxdy<~. 
Thus IIu -u * ~~11 < a, and our theorem follows from Theorem 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let T: BM,(G, H) + BM,(G, H) be a right multiplier 
(i.e., T(u * u) = u * TV). Then there exists u E BM(G, H) such that Tu = u * u, 
u E BM,(G, H). 
ProoJ: Let {f,} be an approximate identity consisting of elements of 
norm at most one for L’(G x H). Set U, = Us= and u, = TM,. Then { ua} is an 
approximate identity for BM,(G, H) consisting of elements of norm at 
most one. Let u be a weak-* limit point of {ua} in BM(G, H). Then it 
follows immediately from Theorem 2.6 that u * u, +w* u * u. Hence for 
u E BM,( G, H) and f~ V,( G, H), 
(Tu)(f)=lim T(u * u,)(f) c( 
=lim(U*u,)(f) 
1 
=u * u(f), 
and our theorem follows. 
Remark 4.6. There is one significant way in which the position of 
BM,(G, H) in BM(G, H) differs from that of L’(G x H) in M(G x H). 
Namely, there need not exist a bounded projection from BM(G, H) onto 
BM,(G, H), so there is no natural subspace of BM(G, H) whose elements 
might be called “singular bimeasures.” For instance it is proved in [7, 
Theorem 4.73 that if G is abelian and nondiscrete then no such projection 
exists from BM(G, G) onto BM,(G, G). 
5. LIFTING REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we shall show that the classical lifting of unitary represen- 
tations of G x H to *-representations of M(G x H) has an analogue for the 
algebra BM(G, H). To accomplish this task we must again appeal to 
Theorem 1.1. We shall then apply this result to study the relationship 
between BM(G, H) and the group von Neumann algebra VN(G x H) for 
certain groups G and H. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let 7t and p be unitary representations of G and H on the 
Hilbert spaces H, and H,, respectively, and let H, QH H, denote the 
Hilbert-space tensor product of H, and H,. For [, CO E H, Q H H,, set 
XL&Y)= <4X)OP(Y)i,O), 
Then x~,,E V(G, HI, and IIx~,J vGKII~II 11~11 
Proof: For 5, q E H, and (‘, q’ E H,, set 
cpcJ-4 = (7-G) 52 V>? 
and 
$es,JY) = (P(Y) 5’> rl’), 
XEG, ~EH. 
XEG (11) 
yEH. (12) 
Let e, ,..., eM be orthonormal elements of H, and e’, ,..., ek be orthonormal 
elements of H,, and suppose we can write 
w= f 2 BjkejQeb, 
j=l k=l 
and 
k=l 
Thus 
11111*= f 5 l%n,12= f Il~nl12 
n=l m=l n=l 
and 
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Then 
m,j=l n,k==l 
= 2 2 <4X)5,, ej>(P(Y) eL, Vi> 
j=l n=l 
For any u E BM(G, H), let p and v be suitable Grothendieck measures for 
u. Then 
6Klbll ( f j (,tI luli.,,l’)d~)1’2( it j ( f ltie~,r,;l~)dv)~‘* 
n=l G j=l H n=l 
112 
6 K, Ilull IMY) $11’ WY) 
= KG 1141 llill ll4. 
Hence II~i,,ljv6K,llill /loll. Thus if i, WEH, OHHp then x~,~E VG, W 
and IIx~,~~II vG KG llill lI4. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let 71 and p be unitary representations of G and H, respec- 
tively. There is a unique *-representation T of BM(G, H) by operators on 
H, OH H, satisfying 
for all 5, q E H, and [‘, $ E H,, where ‘pc,ll is given by (11) and $gC,qS by (12). 
Moreover, 
II Tull G K, 114, u E BM( G, H). 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.1 that for all u E BM(G, H) there exists 
an operator T,, on H, OH H, such that 
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that I( T,,ll <K, J/u/J, and that T, is uniquely determined by considering all 
vectors of the form { = r @ 5’ and o = q @ q’. 
To see that T is a * -representation, we need only check that it is mul- 
tiplicative and adjoint-preserving. Let U, v E BM(G, I-I), c, q E H, and l’, 
V’E Hp. Then 
cpt;,,(xx’) = (Pn(Xxq(x) 
and 
SO 
fi * (vQ,q 0 ICl~~,&‘> Y’) = +Ar(d)C,q IcI,(,,)‘y,,, 1
= (Tu(n(x’) 5 0 P(Y’) 57, ~0 rl’) 
= xsc3~‘,T:(q@&‘~ v’). 
Hence applying Corollary 2.7, 
so T,,,= T, T,. Finally, 
ThusT, = 2, and our proof is complete. 
For any locally compact group G with “dual object” G and p E M(G), set 
IIPII * = sup b(PNl> xeC 
where n(p) = JG x(x) &(x). Recall that the group C*-algebra C*(G) is the 
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completion of L’(G) with respect to the norm /If II* and the group von 
Neumann algebra VN(G) is the second dual of C*(G). Moreover, there is a 
natural algebra embedding of norm one taking M(G) into I/N(G) which is 
a consequence of the following observation. Set 2: = One6 H, and 
n*=n:= cijXEc: 7~. Then /lpll* = Iln,(p)lj and VN(G) is the weak-operator 
closure of C*(G) as a subalgebra of L’@(&?:). 
Return now to the consideration of our pair of groups G and H. If either 
of the groups is of Type I, then it is well known that 
Thus .Z’~““=X~ 0,X: and rrzXH= rc”, on:. We are thus led to the 
following consequence of Theorem 5.2. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Suppose that at least one of the groups G and H is of 
Type I. Each of the following inclusions represents a *-algebra embedding of 
norm at most K,. 
LL(GxH)~BM,(G,H)=L,(G)O,L,(H)cC*(GxH) 
M( G x H) c BM( G, H) c VN( G x H). 
Proof: By Theorem 5.2, 7-r: x H lifts to a *-representation of BM(G, H) of 
norm at most K,. In particular, setting z = rrg x H we have 
n(BM,(G, H)) c n(L’(G x H)) = C*(G x H). 
To prove the second assertion, let [, o E ~6’: x H and let { f,} be a suitable 
approximate identity in L’(G x H). Then setting u, = uYr, we have for all 
u E BM( G, H), 
lim (n(u, * u) [, w) 
a 
= lim (n(u,) 7c(u) [, 0) 
1 
= lim 
JI ((n~(x)~n~(~)b@)i, o>f,(xv~)dxdy a H G 
Hence n(u, * u) +a n(u) in the weak operator topology, so 
n(u) E ViV(G x H). 
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6. MAXIMAL IDEAL SPACES 
Throughout this section, let G and H be locally compact abelian groups. 
Our objective in this section is to show that there exists a natural injection 
If either G or H is discrete, this mapping is surjective. Note that if 
n: d~M(G,H) + &M(G x H) is the obvious restriction mapping, then rcz injects 
A M(G) x JLcHj in dMcG x H)y a fact which to the best of our knowledge was 
not known heretofore. The construction of t is based on the extension of 
elements of BM(X, Y) to bilinear functionals on C,(X)** x C,( Y)** 
described in Definition 1.2. 
Recall that if @E&~(~) and p E M(G) with p 20, then there exists a 
bounded, measurable function or on G such that 
(13) 
for all v E M(G) such that v <p and 
@,(x + Y) = @p(x) qL(Y) p x p-a.e., 
that is, 
M@,=@,@@, p x fi-a.e. (14) 
The functions FP are called generalized characters [ 15, Sects. 1, 21, [6, 
Sect. 5.11. Let G and H denote the character groups of G and H, respec- 
tively, and recall that ti denotes the Fourier transform of a bimeasure u on 
G x H (cf. Remark 2.9). 
THEOREM 6.1. For @eAMCG) and YE AM(,), define I(@, Y) in 
BM(G, H)* by 
(u, 1(@, Y)) = u**(@, Y). 
Then I is a separately continuous injection of A%!,,.,(~, x A%‘,,,(~) into A&‘~,,,(~,~) 
satisfying 
(u, 4@y, Y&,)> = 4Y, 4, yE&kI?. 
Proof: We must first show that i(@, Y) is multiplicative. Let U, 
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UEBWG, W and let ply p2, vl, v2, T, and T2 be as in the statement of 
Corollary 2.4. Set 
cp=@ PI+P2+Pl*P2’ * = ~“,+“*+“,*“2. 
Then relative to pi, pL2 or pi * pL2, I**(@) = cp, while relative to vr, v2 or 
v1 * v2, Z**(!P)=$. Hence by Corollary2.4, (13) and (14), 
(u * u, 1(@, Y)) = (u * o)**(@, Y) 
= (M-‘P(T,OT,)Mq$jdv,*v, 
5 H 
= 
s 
((T,OTz) Mq)(Mti)dv,XV2 
HxH 
= 
i 
((T,OT,)(cpOcp))(I//O~)dv,xv, 
HxH 
= j T,Z**(@) Z**(Y) dv, j T,Z**(@) Z**(Y) dv, 
H H 
= u**(@, Y) u**(@, Y) 
= (4 d@, Y’)>(u, 4@, yu)>. 
That I is separately continuous was observed in Lemma 1.3. To see that I 
is an injection, let us identify M(G) and M(H) with the subspaces of 
BM( G, H) of bimeasures supported on G x {O 1 and on {O] x H, respec- 
tively. If p E M(G), let g = lpl/llpll. Then the bimeasure 
. , 
associated with p is 
given by 
and it is easy to see that 0 and 6, are Grothendieck 
associated operator being the operator of rank one 
measures for U, an 
Tf= jGfdp, feL'(G, PL). 
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Thus if DE Jfi/,(,) and YE MM(“), then 
(u, 4@, Y)> = ( 1 I**(@)dp Y(6,) G > 
= 
0 
I**(@) g da Y/(6,) 
G 1 
Similarly, if v E M(H) and u is the bimeasure associated with v then 
(4 I(@, w> = Y’(v). 
It follows that 1 is injective. Our last assertion is a consequence of 
Corollary 1.4. 
It is now natural to ask whether the mapping r is also surjective and 
hence whether JY~,,,,(~,~) can be identified with JMcG) x J%‘,+,(~). We shall 
conclude by showing that sometimes z is a surjection and sometimes it is 
not. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let 1: A!,,,,(o, x A%‘,,.,(~) -+ ~~,,,~o,,~ be the map defined in 
Theorem 6.1. 
(i) If either G or H is discrete, then 1 is a surjection. 
(ii) If G = H and G is nondiscrete, then z is not a surjection. 
ProoJ (i) Since M( G x H) is dense in BM(G, H) in this case [7, 
Theorem 5.121, it suffices to prove that if OEJ%‘~,(,,,) there exist 
GE -‘@M(G) and YE A,,,(HJ such that if we identify measures with the 
bimeasures they induce, then 
@(cl) = 4@, Y)(P), peM(Gx H). 
Again let us identify M(G) and M(H) with the corresponding subalgebras 
of BM( G, H), as in the proof of Theorem 6.1. If p E M(G) and v E M(H), 
then p x v = .D * v (convolution in M(G x H)). If either G or H is discrete, 
the algebra M(G) @ M(H) generated by M(G) and M(H) is dense in 
M( G x H), hence in BM(G, H). Set 
01 - @, M(G) - OIM(“) = Y. 
Arguing as in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 6.1, we see that 
04 4@, 9) = @(PI 
and 
(v, I(@, Y)) = Y(v). 
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Hence 
0(/J x v) = O(p) O(v) 
= G(P) Y(v) 
= (P x v, I(@, Y)>. 
Hence 0 and l(@, !P) agree on M(G) @ M(H), and assertion (i) follows. 
(ii) Assume now that G is nondiscrete, and let A denote the diagonal 
in e x G. A is a closed subgroup of G x G, so the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra 
B(A) satisfies 
Let A denote the uniform closure of B(A) and C,(d) be the algebra of 
bounded, uniformly continuous functions on A. Then 
C,,(A)= {~~~,:uEBM(G,H)} 
[7, Theorem 5.81. Each o E 4&,) determines a multiplicative linear 
functional on BM(G, G), namely 
@al(u) = 44A)> UEBM(G, G). 
Since both A and C,(A) are closed, conjugate-closed algebras, Stone’s 
Theorem says that the maximal ideal space of A is given by sets of con- 
stancy of elements of A in 4&). That is, since A$ C,(A), there is a 
quotient map p: J&--(dI -9 MA, and p is not injective. But two elements of 
the image of 1 which agree on M(G x H) must agree on BM(G, H). Thus if 
01, %EJ&,(dj such that p(ol)=p(o,), then at least one of Op(w,I and 
0 p(m2) cannot be in the image of z. 
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